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North CaroliNa experieNCed its most ro-

bust decade of population growth in the 1990s, 

when the state went from 6.6 million to 8 mil-

lion people. the state added 600,000 residents 

from 2000 to 2005. and now the Census Bu-

reau projects that North Carolina’s population 

will exceed 12 million by 2030 – a projection 

that signals a sustained growth surge over the 

next quarter of a century.

Growth of such magnitude will continue to 

transform the economic, cultural and political 

landscape of North Carolina. it will present 

governance challenges to state and local policy 

makers. The first step to meeting those chal-

lenges is to comprehend the outlook for the 

foreseeable future. Census projections help 

frame some of the long-term policy and infra-

structure issues facing the state.

this inaugural issue of Carolina Context 

explores the dynamics of population growth in 

North Carolina. The findings, discussed in the 

following pages, include:

that metropolitan growth will intensify, 

with fewer counties classified as rural 

and more counties, especially in the pied-

mont, becoming suburban and exurban.

that an extraordinary number of North 

Carolinians move about every day, living 

in one place and working in another. 

that North Carolina will experience a 

distinct aging of its population especially 

in counties on the eastern and western 

flanks of the state.

When the program on public life (formerly 

the program on Southern politics, Media and 

public life) received an appropriation in last 
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year’s state budget, it came with the instructions 

to “provide the General assembly with reports 

on demographic, social, economic and environ-

mental trends.’’ Carolina Context will serve as a 

regular vehicle for delivering such reports.

the compilation of data and analysis in this 

Carolina Context is drawn from the U.S. Cen-

sus Bureau, as well as recent reports from the 

Brookings institution.  We are grateful to tracy 

hadden, a ph.d student in the department of 

City and regional planning, for her assistance 

designing the maps.  

Future issues of Carolina Context will con-

tain findings of research conducted by UNC 

faculty and graduate students on such topics 

as job-growth potential in the allied health 

sector and the transition in the state’s furni-

ture and textile industries. 

Carolina Context joins an array of publica-

tions from the program on public life. NC data-

Net features reports on state electoral trends, 

drawing heavily from the work of professor thad 

Beyle. SouthNow provides reports on Southern 

issues and trends, including the work of students, 

journalists and scholars from around the region. 

in addition, the program is launching a rede-

signed web site, www.southnow.org, which 

will contain electronic versions of our publica-

tions as well as data on the state and region.

in all of these print and online publications, 

the program seeks to make information handy for 

decision makers, opinion leaders and scholars.  

We welcome your comments and advice on how 

to make data and analysis as accessible as we can.

— Ferrel Guillory

Director, Program on Public Life 



FroM 1990 UNtil 2005, North Carolina grew by 

2,053,429 people—a growth rate of 31%.  this 

rate of growth is faster than the U.S. growth rate 

of 19% and faster than all but eight other states.  

North Carolina will continue to grow robustly.

according to the United States Census Bu-

reau, North Carolina is projected to move from 

the eleventh largest state to the seventh largest 

state by 2030.  the Census Bureau estimates that 

in 2005 North Carolina was home to 8,682,066 

people.  By 2030, that number is projected to 

exceed 12 million.  this means that in the next 

25 years the state is projected to grow by more 

people than it did during the 50-year-period be-

tween 1940 and 1990. 

By 2020, 12 North Carolina counties will be 

home to more than 200,000 people, up from 

seven such counties in 2000.  through much 

of its history, North Carolina has been a rural 

state.  the North Carolina rural economic de-

velopment defines rural counties as those with a 

population of fewer than 200 people per square 

mile as of 1990. Using this definition as a base, 

we define “non-rural” counties as those with 

North Carolina’s robust growth will continue
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 CHART 1A 

ProJeCteD	PoPuLAtIon	growth	In	the	11	LArgest	stAtes

 2000 2010 2020 2030

 1 Ca 33,871,648 n	 Ca 38,067,134 n Ca 42,206,743 n Ca 46,444,861

 2 tx 20,851,820 n tx 24,648,888 n tx 28,634,896 n tx 33,317,744

 3 NY 18,976,457 n NY 19,443,672 i Fl 23,406,525 n Fl 28,685,769

 4 Fl 15,982,378 n Fl 19,251,691 h NY 19,576,920 n NY 19,477,429

 5 il 12,419,293 n il 12,916,894 n il 13,236,720 n il 13,432,892

 6 pa 12,281,054 n pa 12,584,487 n pa 12,787,354 n pa 12,768,184

 7 oh 11,353,140 n oh 11,576,181 n oh 11,644,058 i NC	 12,227,739

 8 Mi 9,938,444 n Mi 10,428,683 i Ga 10,843,753 n Ga 12,017,838

 9 NJ 8,414,350 i Ga 9,589,080 h NC	 10,709,289 h oh 11,550,528

 10 Ga 8,186,453 h NC	 9,345,823 h Mi 10,695,993 i aZ 10,712,397

 11 NC	 8,049,313 h NJ 9,018,231 n NJ 9,461,635 i Mi 10,694,17

eas.  Since 1990, Mecklenburg, Wake, Guilford, 

Forsyth and durham counties have grown by 

831,344 people—a 48% rate of growth.   

in the next 15 years, growth in the piedmont is 

projected to continue at a high, but slightly slower 

rate.  as a whole, the region will grow by 1,448,426 

people to a total of 6,561,212.   this represents a 

28% growth rate and is projected to account for 

68% percent of the state’s overall growth.

Mecklenburg, Wake, Guilford, Forsyth and 

durham are projected to grow by 898,265 peo-

ple.  By 2020, these five counties will represent 

32% of the state’s total population and 44% of 

the state’s total growth.  this is consistent with 

the previous 15-year period when the five larg-

est counties also represented 30% of the total 

population and 40% of the state’s total growth.  

Within the “big five,” growth in Wake and Meck-

lenburg is projected to be most substantial, rep-

resenting 21% of North Carolina’s total popula-

tion and 34% of the state’s total growth.

the east and the West have grown, though 

not as strongly as the piedmont.  as regions, the 

eastern and the western parts of the state have 

seen significant growth in the last 15 years.  Since 

1990, these regions have grown respectively at 

rates of 23% and 21%.  during that time east-

ern N.C. grew to 2,531,456 residents—a gain of 

474,178, while the West increased to 1,037,824 

residents—a gain of 181,838.  the rate of growth 

in the mountains and in the east has still been 

faster than the national average for rate of growth 

(19%) and faster than that of all of the southern 

states except Georgia, Florida and texas.  

despite the overall growth in the region, the 

growth has not been uniform nor has it been 

universal.  down east, six counties—Brunswick, 

Cumberland, harnett, Johnston, New hanover 

and pitt—made up 53% of the growth since 1990.  

in the mountains, four counties—Burke, Bun-

combe, henderson, haywood and Macon—ac-

counted for 56% of the growth during that time.  

In the last five years, 12 mountain and eastern 

counties have experienced a population loss.  

greater than 200 people per square mile.  Based 

on the population projections, in 15 years, 28 of 

North Carolina’s counties will be “non-rural,” up 

from 21 in 2000. 

the Census Bureau makes projections based 

on trends.  events can intervene.  it is possible 

to see how the predictions are holding up. We 

do that by comparing the predictions made fol-

lowing the 2000 census and comparing them to 

the current estimated population released by the 

Census Bureau in 2005.  

the 2005 North Carolina estimated popula-

tion is 8,683,000 an increase of 633,000 from 

2000.  at this rate, the 2020 population would 

be 10,585,000 or only about 100,000 fewer peo-

ple than the official 2020 projection.

reGional GrowTh

in the last 15 years, the piedmont region has 

grown by 1,397,413 people to a total of 5,112,786—

a 38% growth rate.  during that same period, 

North Carolina’s state growth rate was 31%, while 

the national growth rate was 19%.   expectedly, 

much of this growth is in the largest urban ar-

Source: US Census Bureau
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CHART 1B
IDeAL	n.C.	senAte	AnD	house	DIstrICt		
In	the	yeArs	2003,	2010,	2020

 2003 2010 2020

 SeNate 160,986 186,916 214,186

 hoUSe 67,078 77,882 89,244

Growth in the east and West is predicted 

to continue over the next 15 years, though at a 

slower rate.  eastern N.C. is projected to gain 

437,319 people by 2020—totaling 2,968,775 

people, while the West is predicted to grow by 

141,893 people—to 1,179,717.  this represents a 

slight drop in each region’s rate of growth: 14% 

in the Mountains and 17% down east.  after 

the next 15 years, the east will constitute 28% 

of the state’s total population and 22% of North 

Carolina’s total growth.  the West is projected to 

represent 11% of the state’s total population and 

7% of the total growth.

poliTical ramiFicaTions oF GrowTh

Changing population patterns will affect Con-

gressional apportionment.  Before 2030 North 

Carolina is projected to gain at least one additional 

seat in Congress.  Under the current projections, 

a NC Congressman will represent approximately 

CroSSroadS aNd portS have defined human 

settlement from the beginning of civilization.  

today, in North Carolina as much as anywhere 

in the country, people are moving to where there 

are roads.  as robert lang from the Metropoli-

tan institute at Virginia tech said, “little cities 

have been built in the place of peanut stands in 

the Carolinas.”

North Carolina has a reputation as the “good 

roads state” and has more miles of state main-

tained highways than any state except texas.  

traditionally, North Carolina built roads to sus-

tain agriculture and local manufacturing.  in to-

day’s North Carolina, roads have become more 

and more about connecting people from rural 

and suburban communities to their jobs. 

at the 2000 Census, 5,195,811 people, or 

65% of North Carolina’s total population, lived 

within 10 miles of an interstate highway.  in 36 

counties at least 40% of the population com-

mutes out-of-county for work.  in 21 counties, 

more than 50% of the population commutes.  

exurban growth creates heavy commuting
as the maps show, commuting is a fact of life 

across the state.  Commuting is most concentrat-

ed in the three major metropolitan areas. 

From 1990 to 2000 the number of registered 

vehicles increased by 1 million.  the number of 

licensed drivers increased by 1.3 million.  the 

number of vehicle miles of travel increased by 

MAP 2A

norTh carolina populaTion aT worK:
Counties Where More Than 40% of  the Population 
Commutes Out-of-County for Work

 40-50%

> 50%

Commuting  Continued	on	page	6

750,000 people, up from 667,000 today.  

Under the General assembly’s 2003 redis-

tricting plan, the “ideal” NC House district was 

composed of 67,078 people.  Under the current 

projections, after 2010 the ideal district will have 

77,882 people and after 2020 the ideal district 

will have 89,244 people.  

Under the 2003 redistricting plan, the “ideal” 

NC Senate district was composed of 160,986 peo-

ple.  Under the current projections, after 2010 the 

ideal district will have 186,916 people and after 

2020 the ideal district will have 214,186 people.

more people equals more BuildinG

a recent study prepared by arthur Nelson 

of the Brookings institution evaluates the ef-

fect census-based population growth projec-

tions could have on construction.  

these projections suggest that North Car-

olina will require an additional 2,234,193 resi-

dential units by 2030.  the Charlotte area is 

estimated to need 491,000, with raleigh-dur-

ham needing an additional 435,000 units.

Similarly, the Nelson report concludes 

that North Carolina will need an additional 

2,982,123 square feet of commercial and in-

stitutional space by 2030, a 105.8% increase.  

of this additional space, the Charlotte metro 

area is estimated to require 729,852 sq./feet 

and raleigh-durham is estimated to require 

639,280 sq./feet.

Source: US Census Bureau

Source: US Census Bureau

Percentage	of	residents	leaving		
their	home	county	for	work
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n o r T h  c a r o l i n a  p r o j e c T e d  
p o p u l aT i o n  G r o w T h  -  2020 

counTy 2005 2020 % chanGe 
	

unIon	 161,338	 254,953	 58%
hoKe	 40,697	 61,839	 52%
wAKe	 755,053	 1,133,110	 50%
Johnston	 146,319	 218,868	 50%

CurrItuCK	 22,984	 33,557	 46%
CAmDen	 9,008	 13,038	 45%
brunswICK	 89,469	 127,265	 42%
meCKLenburg	 796,245	 1,111,435	 40%

CAbArrus	 150,437	 209,424	 39%
PenDer	 46,542	 63,292	 36%
IreDeLL	 139,732	 189,406	 36%
FrAnKLIn	 54,099	 72,986	 35%
hArnett	 101,612	 136,566	 34%
DAre	 34,770	 46,455	 34%
ChAthAm	 56,090	 73,617	 31%

new	hAnoVer	 180,359	 235,778	 31%

DAVIe	 38,937	 50,215	 29%
LInCoLn	 69,532	 88,275	 27%
henDerson	 97,798	 124,092	 27%
grAnVILLe	 53,360	 67,165	 26%
mACon	 32,540	 40,867	 26%
Lee	 53,786	 67,180	 25%
sAmPson	 63,570	 79,371	 25%
moore	 80,863	 100,093	 24%
CLAy	 9,859	 12,124	 23%
DuPLIn	 51,922	 63,845	 23%
ALAmAnCe	 138,578	 168,839	 22%
DurhAm	 242,207	 294,240	 21%
greene	 20,167	 24,485	 21%
PAsQuotAnK	 38,894	 47,111	 21%
ALeXAnDer	 35,898	 43,416	 21%
PItt	 143,212	 173,193	 21%
rAnDoLPh	 137,286	 165,457	 21%

guILForD	 441,439	 530,927	 20%
orAnge	 121,992	 146,458	 20%

Forsyth	 326,346	 389,843	 19%
PoLK	 18,992	 22,599	 19%
CAtAwbA	 149,040	 177,080	 19%
CheroKee	 26,173	 30,893	 18%
bunCombe	 216,731	 255,572	 18%
yADKIn	 37,405	 43,643	 17%
gAtes	 11,160	 12,962	 16%
JACKson	 35,748	 41,400	 16%
Person	 37,131	 42,970	 16%
DAVIDson	 154,304	 178,407	 16%
swAIn	 13,584	 15,687	 15%
rowAn	 133,344	 153,310	 15%
stoKes	 46,236	 52,999	 15%
nAsh	 91,548	 104,736	 14%
robeson	 127,692	 145,706	 14%
PerQuImAns	 12,146	 13,831	 14%
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hAywooD	 56,588	 64,204	 13%
mCDoweLL	 43,179	 48,909	 13%
surry	 73,046	 82,470	 13%
mADIson	 20,300	 22,890	 13%
wILson	 76,834	 86,222	 12%
CArteret	 62,766	 70,288	 12%
montgomery	 27,360	 30,631	 12%
wArren	 20,218	 22,428	 11%
AVery	 18,028	 19,953	 11%
yAnCey	 18,148	 19,989	 10%
Ashe	 25,492	 28,049	 10%
stAnLy	 58,916	 64,680	 10%
CAsweLL	 23,738	 26,004	 10%

bLADen	 32,864	 35,793	 9%
VAnCe	 43,628	 47,428	 9%
wAyne	 115,718	 125,701	 9%
CumberLAnD	 305,178	 331,234	 9%
trAnsyLVAnIA	 29,882	 32,349	 8%

burKe	 88,291	 95,342	 8%
CLeVeLAnD	 97,057	 104,739	 8%
wILKes	 66,899	 72,043	 8%
ALLeghAny	 10,848	 11,654	 7%
gAston	 193,890	 208,062	 7%
PAmLICo	 13,068	 13,980	 7%
grAhAm	 8,120	 8,683	 7%
tyrreLL	 4,208	 4,492	 7%
rutherForD	 63,308	 67,433	 7%
Anson	 25,765	 27,362	 6%
wAtAugA	 42,928	 45,572	 6%
beAuFort	 46,010	 48,785	 6%
CrAVen	 92,668	 97,735	 5%
CALDweLL	 78,496	 82,742	 5%
sCotLAnD	 36,840	 38,800	 5%
hertForD	 23,866	 25,062	 5%
CoLumbus	 54,513	 57,220	 5%
mItCheLL	 15,892	 16,671	 5%
ChowAn	 14,470	 15,154	 5%

onsLow	 157,738	 164,682	 4%
roCKInghAm	 91,813	 94,561	 3%
Jones	 10,246	 10,491	 2%
rIChmonD	 46,677	 47,399	 2%

northAmPton	 21,598	 21,482	 -1%
hyDe	 5,584	 5,528	 -1%
hALIFAX	 56,268	 55,070	 -2%
LenoIr	 58,280	 56,825	 -2%
bertIe	 19,638	 18,668	 -5%
mArtIn	 24,577	 23,199	 -6%
wAshIngton	 13,420	 12,529	 -7%
eDgeCombe	 53,033	 47,937	 -10%
   
n.c. 8,682,066 10,709,704 23%
u.s. 296,410,404 335,005,000 13% 
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Source: US Census Bureau and NC State Data Center



population is aging, especially in east and west
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MAP 2B

norTh carolina major meTropoliTan reGional commuTer Flows: 
Percentage of  Residents Travell ing to Adjacent Counties for Work
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18 billion.  the number of gasoline gallons con-

sumed increased by more than 1 billion.  

The rise oF The exurBs

an increase in the number of North Carolin-

ians who commute to work illuminates an increase 

in the number residents living in the counties sur-

rounding the state’s historically urban areas.  ex-

urbs, suburbs, boomburbs, call them what you 

will, but the last 15 years have seen a significant 

rise in these outlying counties, and the next 15 

years are projected to see even more growth.  

according to tom daniels, a City and region-

al planning professor at pennsylvania University, 

exurban counties share four characteristics:

they are 10-50 miles from an urban center.

they are home to many residents with a 

commute time of 25 minutes each way 

to work.

their communities have a mix of long-

term and newer residents. 

agriculture is an active but declining 

industry.

When applying this definition to North Caro-

lina, we have considered counties exurban if more 

than 30% of the county population commutes into 

one of the state’s urban areas: Charlotte, raleigh, 

•

•

•

• Greensboro, Winston-Salem, durham, Wilm-

ington, or asheville, see map 2c on page 8.

over the last 15 years, these counties have 

become home to 1,771,400 residents.  this con-

stitutes an increase of 498,948 people and a 

39% rate of growth.  this rate was higher than 

the state’s growth rate of 31% and just below the 

48% growth rate of the state’s five largest counties.  

in the next 15 years, the exurban counties 

are projected to collectively grow by 511,778 

people to a total of 2,283,178 residents—a 29% 

rate of growth.     

North CaroliNa’S popUlatioN is both grow-

ing and aging.  By 2030, the share of the state’s 

total over-45 population will increase.  the share 

of citizens 25-44 will decrease, and the percent-

age people less than 24 years old will remain ap-

proximately the same.

in 2000, 12% (982,445) of North Carolina’s 

roughly 8 million people were 65 and over.  By 

2030, this population is projected to be 18% of 

the population (2,221,470), a 30-year increase of 

1.2 million people.  

the growth in the proportion of older North 

Carolinians means that there must be corre-

sponding decrease in other age groups.  the pro-

portion of residents aged 25-44 is predicted to 

decrease from 31% of the total population down 

to 27% of the total population.   in real numbers 

the 25-44 age group still represents the largest 

section of the state’s population and is still pro-

jected to grow.

the percentages of the population coming 

from the 18-24, 6-17, and 0-5 age ranges are 

not projected to change from 2000-2030.  the 

percentages are projected to remain constant at 

10%, 17%, and 8% respectively.

to put these numbers in perspective, in 

2030 today’s 1st grader will be 30 years old. 

today’s college freshman will be 42 years old, 

and a college graduate will be 46 years old.  

thus, the state is educating people today who 

will form much of the prime working age group 

25 years from now.

aGinG on The edGes

across the state, the median age today is 35 

and is projected to rise to 37 by 2020.  the me-

dian age represents the middle point—half are 

above, half are below. 

in the Mountains and down east, the me-

dian age is currently higher than in the pied-

mont and is predicted to rise faster.  By 2020, 

the North Carolina’s edges will look much older 

Commuting  Continued	from	3

Source:  
US Census Bureau
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edges is increasing, the existing younger gen-

eration is moving away.  this out-migration, in 

turn, makes the difference in the median age 

across regions even more severe.   
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MAP 3A

The mounTains and down easT:  
Median Age in 2030

Aging ContInueD	on	PAge	8

than the middle.

down east the average median age is 36 and 

is projected to increase to 41 by 2020.  in the 20 

coastal counties, the average median age will be 

44.  While in parts of the east the median age 

will reflect the statewide median age, several 

eastern counties will be significantly older.  In 14 

eastern counties the median age will be over 45 

and in two of those, it will be over 50, according 

to projections.

the average median age in the Mountains 

was 40 in 2000 and is projected to increase to 

45 by 2020.  in 13 mountain counties, the me-

dian age will be 45 by 2020 and in three it will 

be over 50.

By comparison, the average median age 

across the piedmont was 36 in 2000 and is ex-

pected to rise to 39 by 2020.  the average me-

dian age in the non-rural counties is 35 but will 

be 37 in 2020.  in the rural counties, the average 

median age will rise from 39 to 43.  

there are two reasons for this regional dif-

ferential.  First, the baby boom generation is liv-

ing longer and choosing to do so in the east and 

in the Mountains.   this choice is shared both by 

North Carolinians with long ties to these areas 

and by residents of other states who are choos-

ing to retire in North Carolina.   Concurrently, 

while older residents’ presence on the state’s 

2000 2030

Cherokee	 1
Clay	 2
graham	 3
macon		 4	
swain		 5
Jackson		 6
haywood		 8
transylvania	 	7

henderson		 9
madison		 11
buncombe		 10
yancey		 15
Polk		 12
mitchell		 17
Avery		 18	
mcdowell		 14

rutherford		 13
burke		 16
Caldwell		 19
watauga		 20
wilkes		 21
Ashe		 22
Alleghany		 23
brunswick		 24

Columbus		 25
robeson		 26
scotland		 27
new	hanover		28

Pender		 29
bladen		 30
Cumberland		 31
hoke		 32

Duplin		 33
sampson		 34
harnett		 35
onslow		 36

Jones		 37
Lenoir		 38
wayne		 39
Johnston		 40
Carteret		 41
Pamlico		 42
Craven		 43
Pitt		 44
greene		 45	
wilson		 46
nash		 47
beaufort		 48
martin		 49
edgecombe		 50	
hyde		 51
Dare		 52
tyrrell		 53
washington		 54
bertie		 55
halifax		 56
Chowan		 57
Perquimans		 58	
Pasquotank		 59
Camden		 60
Currituck		 61
gates		 62
hertford		 63
northampton		64

CHART 3A

norTh carolina aGe: 2000-2030
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 982,445 1,239,025 2,221,470

 1,825,483 1,113,491 2,938,974

 2,498,997 792,922 3,291,919

 829,313 342,111 1,174,424

 1,336,108 553,094 1,889,202

 665,765 269,843 935,608

Source: US Census Bureau and NC State Data Center

The numbers inside each county are for the purpose of identification only. 

Source: US Census Bureau and NC State Data Center
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Second, the urban areas in the piedmont 

have seen an increase in the number of black 

and hispanic citizens moving in.  these resi-

dents are coming from both inside and out-

side of the state and tend to lower the median 

age in the counties where they settle.

according to a recent study by the Brook-

ings institution, from 1990-2000, the raleigh-

Cary metropolitan area was the nation’s 9th 

fastest growing area for blacks and 2nd fastest 

Aging  Continued	from	7 growing area for hispanics.  during that same 

time, the Charlotte metropolitan area was the 

fastest growing area for Hispanics.  In the first 

four years of the current decade, raleigh-Cary 

and Charlotte are both in the top ten fasting 

growing areas for blacks.
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MAP 2C

exurBs creaTe a new piedmonT crescenT - 2020

Source: US Census Bureau and NC State Data Center


